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Parker Hannifin’s Precision Cooling Business Unit has sponsored the following 
capstone senior design project for five Indiana University Purdue University – Fort 
Wayne engineering students.  The purpose of this project is to create an Interactive 
Cooling System (ICS) that demonstrates the versatility and capabilities of Parker’s 
Precision Cooling two-phase cooling technology.  The two-phase cooling technology 
utilizes the heat of vaporization of a refrigerant in order to absorb excessive heat, 
commonly generated by a higher powered electronic.  The two-phase cooling 
technology is safer and more efficient method of heat transfer that reduces the weight, 
increases power density, and costs far less than the traditional heat sink or water 
cooling system. 

The ICS is composed of the following components: cold plate, condenser, fan, pump, 
accumulator, piping, pressure sensors, temperature sensors, flow meter, R-134A 
refrigerant, fiberglass shell, aluminum frame, power supply, personal computer (PC), 
touchscreen monitor, data acquisition system (DAQ), and control algorithm.  These 
components were researched, analyzed, modeled and selected to achieve specific 
performance criteria that are detailed further in Fall 2010 semester’s report (Report 1).  
The phase composition of the refrigerant at the exit of the cold plate was required to be 
no greater than 70% gas.  The maximum weight of the display was set at 500 lbs.  The 
display must fit through a common three foot by seven foot door.  The exterior of the 
display is safe to the touch.  The ICS should dissipate heat loads from 100 to 1000 W.  
The ICS will achieve a specified desired temperature to within 1°C of the user input.  

The fiberglass display cabinet was designed and fabricated to match a computer-aided 
design (CAD) model.  A negative of this model was computer numerical controlled 
(CNC) machined to create a mold to fabricate the fiberglass shell.  This was secured 
onto a custom designed aluminum frame that was fabricated at Parker.  The condenser, 
pump and fan were selected and purchased.  The cold plate, cold plate housing, pump 
cover, and pump manifold were machined off-site.  The fan-to-condenser shroud and 
piping assemblies were designed, assembled, and brazed at Parker.  A testing rig was 
made in advance to hold all the two-phase cooling cycle during final brazing and leak 
testing.  Electrical wiring consisted of distributing power from the power entry module 
to the 24VDC power supply, the DAQ, the PC, the touch-screen, and the DIN-A-MITE 
heater controller.  Low-voltage wiring had to be distributed from the 24VDC power 
supply to the pump, fan and sensors.  The DAQ was initialized and programmed with the 
control algorithm and the graphical user interface (GUI) designed with Parker’s 
InteractX 3.0 MachineShop. 
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Tests were conducted in order to develop empirical relationships between the heat 
source temperature and fan speed in order to develop a control algorithm (working 
condition test).  After the control algorithm was in place, tests were conducted in order 
to see how quickly and accurately the heat source temperature reached the desired 
temperature (control systems operation test).  An ease of operation test was conducted 
in order to qualitatively assess the GUI. 

Testing revealed that the phase composition of the refrigerant is held at a steady-state 
quality of no greater than 0.7.  The maximum weight of the display is less than 500 lb.  
The display fits through a common 3’x7’ door.  The exterior of the display unit is safe to 
the touch.  The ICS is able to dissipate heat loads from 100 to 1000 W.  The ICS is able to 
hold a specific desired temperature to within 1°C of the user input.  

In general the goals set out at the beginning of the project were either met or exceeded.  
Future testing should be done in order to design a controller that is able to handle the 
transient effects from switching from a higher heat load to a lower heat load. 
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THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS 

Variables, descriptions, and units to aid in the discussion of the thermodynamic analysis 
are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1 – Variables, Descriptions, and Units 

Variable Description Value/Units 

 Heat from Source [kW] 

 Controlled Source Temperature [˚C] 

 State 1 Temperature [˚C] 

 Temp. of Air at Condenser Output [˚C] 

 Ambient Air Temperature [˚C] 

 Enthalpy at State 1 [kJ/kg] 

 Enthalpy at State 2 [kJ/kg] 

 Enthalpy at State 3 [kJ/kg] 

 Mass Flow Rate of R134a [kg/s] 

 Mass Flow Rate of Condenser Air [kg/s] 

 Thermal Resistance of Cold Plate [˚C/kW] 

 Specific Heat of Air [kJ/kg∙K] 

To properly control the ICS, the thermodynamic system was analyzed completely.  This 
analysis was required to properly size and select components such as the heat 
exchanger, the pump, the cold plate, and the fan. The control system will utilize the 
following thermodynamic analysis to control the temperature of the heat source.  
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the thermodynamic cycle. 
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Since the ICS system will only operate indoors, it can be assumed that the ambient 
temperature of the air is 22⁰C.  It can be assumed that at steady state, the air condenser 
ejects an identical amount of heat from the system as the heat source adds to the 
system, which is a conservative assumption.  It can also be assumed that all of the heat 
that is generated by the heat source is transferred through the cold plate and then into 
the refrigerant. 

DETERMINING THE FLOW RATE OF THE REFRIGERANT 

The first part of the thermodynamic analysis to aid the control system is the flow rate of 
the refrigerant.  When the cycle is started, a user will input a heat load.  The system will 
recognize this load and will set the refrigerant’s mass flow rate to a specific value.  This 
value is determined by an energy balance equation over the cold plate. 

First, the desired temperature of the refrigerant at State 1 must be calculated.  This 
temperature is dependent on the controlled temperature (input temperature) of the 
heat source and the heat load.  The desired temperature of the refrigerant is 
determined from Equation 1.   

                   (1) 

Pressure and temperature sensors at State 1 will measure thermodynamic data before 
the refrigerant travels into the cold plate. The refrigerant at State 2 is a mixture of liquid 
and vapor refrigerant with a quality of 0.7 and has the same temperature and pressure 
as State 1.  Using thermodynamic tables, the enthalpy of each of these states can be 
determined.  Since it is assumed that the heat out of the source is equal to the heat 
transferred to the refrigerant over the cold plate, Equation 2 can be used to determine 
the mass flow rate of the fluid.  The pump speed will be adjusted so that the refrigerant 
will flow at this rate.  After the pump speed is adjusted, it will constantly provide this 
flow rate until the user changes the heat-load input.  

∙            (2) 
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DETERMINING THE FAN SPEED 

The rest of the thermodynamic analysis aids the controller by determining and adjusting 
the fan speed to properly cool the ICS.  With State 2 known, State 3 was analyzed under 
ideal running conditions; the refrigerant should be a saturated liquid at this state.  It 
also was assumed that the pressure drop in the condenser was equal to 80 kPa.  Using 
these two properties, the temperature and enthalpy of the refrigerant were determined 
from published thermodynamic tables. 

Since the enthalpies of State 2 and State 3 are known, as well as the flow rate of the 
refrigerant inside the condenser, Equation 3 can be utilized to determine the flow rate 
of the air. 

∙ ∙           (3) 

While the Equation 3 holds valid, it does now allow a solution of the mass flow rate of 
the air, because the temperature of the air leaving the condenser is also unknown.   

Since the refrigerant flow rate is pre-determined, the values may have to be 
interpolated from the condenser data.  Once the flow rate is determined, the values of 
the air flow rate and the leaving temperature must be adjusted until Equation 3 
becomes balanced.  This will give an initial air-flow rate to communicate to the fan.  The 
controller will monitor the temperature of the cold plate and other thermodynamic 
properties of the system.  If the system does not become steady with the characteristics 
that match the thermodynamic model, the controller will adjust the fan speed until the 
system is running properly. 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

The highest pressure in the system will occur at the outlet of the pump, which is at 
State 1.  Since the temperature and the quality of State 1 are both known, the pressure 
can be determined from published thermodynamic tables.  The system will be designed 
to withstand this pressure (with a high safety factor) at the highest heat load that the 
source will provide.  This maximum pressure is approximately 2,000 kPa. 
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COLD PLATE  

FEA ANALYSIS 

In the ICS, the copper cold plate is the device that exchanges heat from the heat source 
to the fluid (refrigerant).  The cold plate is mounted directly to the heat source.  Thermal 
grease is applied between the cold plate and heat source to reduce the contact thermal 
resistance.  A custom cold plate was designed by the team for the ICS. 

The first characteristic of the cold plate that was determined was the overall size.  In 
the current Cool Cube, the cold plate is large enough to remove the necessary amount 
of heat from the source, but it is not large enough adequately display the phase-change 
of the refrigerant.  Therefore, the team decided to design a larger cold plate to use on 
the ICS.  The overall dimensions were selected to be 0.18 m (7 in.) by 0.09 m (3.5 in.). 

After the overall dimensions were selected, the flow cavity was designed.  The flow 
cavity consists of an inlet and outlet orifice, flow distributers, and micro-channels.  The 
purpose of the flow distributers is to equally distribute the refrigerant to the micro-
channels so that the flow through the channels is uniform.  The flow distributers were 
optimized for uniform flow by using a trial and error method.  The model was adjusted 
using SolidWorks software until a uniform flow through the channels was 
accomplished.  The analysis was performed using the FEA simulation tools included in 
SolidWorks.  

After the flow distributors were designed, the channel layout was designed.  Since the 
channels needed to be large enough to easily view the flow of the refrigerant and the 
evaporation, it was determined that the cold plate should contain no more than 30 
channels.  Three different channel layouts were compared using FEA.  The first layout 
contained 10 channels, the second contained 20 channels, and the third contained 30 
channels.  Using ANSYS software, the thermal resistance of the cold plate was 
determined for each of these cases using two different convective heat transfer 
coefficients.  The values of these convective heat transfer coefficients were selected 
based on a range of published values for boiling refrigerant.  Table 2 shows the results 
of the FEA. 
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change of in temperature between the incoming air temperature and the exiting air 
temperature. 

Table 3  - Condenser Data 

  Leaving Air Temperature (C) ∆ Air Temperature (C) 

  
Refrigerant Flow Rate 

(lbm/min)   
Refrigerant Flow Rate 

(lbm/min) 
0.63 0.84 1.05 0.63 0.84 1.05 

Air 
Flow 
Rate 
(cfm) 

277.5 29.7 31.0 31.6 Air Flow 
Rate 
(cfm) 

277.5 5.811 7.111 7.711 
370.0 28.4 29.6 30.5 370.0 4.511 5.711 6.611 

462.5 27.6 28.6 29.5 462.5 3.711 4.711 5.611 

HEATER 

To create the varying heat loads of the user inputs, a heat sinkable planar resistor 
(heater) was selected for the ICS. [6] Two 1000 W heaters with 3 inch square surfaces 
will be adhered to the underneath side of the cold plate using the recommended 
compound.  A variable voltage will be connected to both leads of both heaters to create 
the effects of heat production from a heat source such as an IGBT, processor, or Silicon 
Controlled Rectifier (SCR). 

PIPE SIZING 

The following is an analysis of how the size of the pipes that will be used in the ICS was 
determined.  

Reynolds number can be expressed as the following relationship in Equation 4: 

	                (4) 

where density is , velocity is , pipe diameter is , and viscosity is . 

Mass flow rate is  is defined in Equation 5: 

               (5) 

where volumetric flow rate is . 

The velocity of the refrigerant is also equal to the following shown in Equation 6: 

           (6) 
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where pipe cross-sectional area is .  

Reynolds’s number may also be expressed as the following as defined in Equation 7: 

	          (7) 

The Bernoulli’s equation relates the pressure drop between any two points in a single-
path pipe system (see Equation 8).  This is used to calculate the pressure losses from 
the pump outlet (node 1) throughout the entire refrigerant-cycle piping and back to the 
pump inlet (node 2).  

∑ ∑                        (8) 

For the ICS, the change in kinetic energy and the change in potential energy throughout 
the cycle are negligible and the minor losses are also negligible, so the energy balance 
is reduced to the following as shown in Equation 9: 

∑          (9) 

Each major loss in pressure head is defined in Equation 10: 

                (10) 

where the friction factor, f, for turbulent flow (Reynolds number, Re ≥ 2300) can 
be approximated as the following non-linear Equation 11: 

2 ∙ log	
⁄

.

.

∙
                      (11) 

where e is roughness factor.   

Notice that an iterative process has to be used in order to solve for f.  So the pressure 
difference between node 1 and node 2 can be approximated as the following defined in 
Equation 12: 

∆ 	                 (12) 

The maximum pressure head of the pump is approximately 180 kPa at the max flow rate 
of 428 ml/min.  The pressure loss caused by the piping must not exceed 0.1% of the 
pump head or ∆ , 180	 .  The iterative process was carried out using the solver 
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command using Microsoft Excel for various standard pipe sizes at the refrigerant and 
piping properties summarized in Table 4.  This produced the pipe sizing shown in Table 
5. 

Table 4 - Refrigerant and Piping Properties 

Property Value Units
T 77.9 °C
μ 0.0001649 kg/m·s
ρ 1155 kg/m3

Q 1.66667E-05 m3/s
e 0.000005 -

Table 5 - Pipe Sizes and Properties 

Nominal Pipe Size (in) Inside diameter (m) Re f Delta P (Pa)
1/8 6.833E-03 9305 0.04016 208.0
1/4 9.246E-03 6876 0.03768 49.1 
3/8 1.252E-02 5077 0.03486 11.6 
1/2 1.580E-02 4024 0.03255 3.9 

As can be seen from Table 5, 1/4" piping is the smallest pipe diameter that meets the 
pressure drop criteria and that was the chosen size. 

PUMP 

The ICS will be equipped with a 1000 ml/min pump.  The Diener brushless DC motor 
pump was ordered from the ‘smart’ series which includes the pump controller 
integrated into the assembly.   From the thermodynamic calculations, the maximum 
volumetric flow rate is determined to be 427.7 ml/min (7.13E-6 m3/s) Using Figure 7, the 
available pressure the pump can deliver at 2000 rpm is 1.8 bar (180kPa). 
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	 ∗ /                                                      (13) 

            where:  F = Fan Output Voltage 
 Fss = Steady-State Fan Speed 
 Tcp = Temperature at the Cold Plate 
 T = Temperature Desired 
 k = Constant Equal to 3   

A separate Fss for each heat load was created in order to achieve the desired response.  
The different steady-state values are shown below in Table 11. 

Table 11 –Fss for Given Heat Load 

Heat Load Steady-State Fan Speed Equation 

100 W Fss  =  -2.260E-03*T3 + 2.938E-01*T 2 - 1.292E+01*T + 1.957E+02 

200 W Fss  =  -1.556E-03*T 3 + 2.425E-01*T 2 - 1.275E+01*T + 2.278E+02 

300 W Fss  = -1.184E-03*T 3 + 2.007E-01*T 2 - 1.155E+01*T + 2.276E+02 

400 W Fss  =-2.002E-03*T 3 + 3.534E-01*T 2 - 2.094E+01*T + 4.190E+02 

500 W Fss  = -5.689E-04*T 3 + 1.136E-01*T 2 - 7.790E+00*T + 1.854E+02 

600 W Fss  = -1.315E-03*T 3 + 2.703E-01*T 2 - 1.864E+01*T + 4.341E+02 

700 W Fss  = -4.7298E-04*T 3 + 1.1375E-01*T 2 - 9.2583E+00*T + 2.5668E+02 

800 W Fss  = 2.6188E-05*T 3 + 2.2100E-02*T 2 - 3.9510E+00*T + 1.6430E+02 

900 W Fss  = -7.3317E-01*T + 6.0186E+01  

1000 W Fss  = -6.4591E-01*T + 5.4659E+01 

 

            where:  Fss = Steady State Fan Speed [V] 
 T = Temperature Desired [°C] 

Using the control strategy and Fss the ICS is able to control the system within 1°C.  The 
value k in the control strategy was manipulated in order to achieve a more aggressive 
change in temperature relative to the temperature difference of the cold plate and the 
desired temperature.  Equation 13 was then multiplied by ten in the control strategy so 
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ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS 

The ICS will be getting all of its electrical power from a standard wall outlet: 120VAC. A 
power entry module is plugged directly into the wall outlet and this is there to isolate 
the system from the main power supply for safety reasons.  It also helps to be able to 
cut off power to the ICS when needed.  This delivers the 120VAC straight from the wall 
without modifying it.  A 24VDC power supply is connected to the power entry module and 
it outputs 24V for various DC components in the ICS. [13]  

The PC and monitor also get their 120VAC power from the power entry module.  The 
Data Acquisition (DAQ) hardware and the DIN-A-MITE (which controls the resistive 
heaters/heat source) also get their power (120VAC) from the power entry module. 

The 24VDC power supply supplies voltage to the pump, the fan, the flow meter, and the 
pressure sensors. The DIN-A-MITE supplies current to the heaters which give off heat 
corresponding to the signal from the user input. The DIN-A-MITE converts this input 
signal to the appropriate signal needed by the heaters to provide the correct heat 
output.  

The input signal for the pump is obtained from the DAQ/control system. This signal is 
calculated based on the heat input and the quality of refrigerant that is desired. 

The signal input to the fan is also obtained from the DAQ/control system.  Based on the 
temperature input of the heat source given by the sensor, the control system preforms 
the algorithm to output the corresponding signal to the fan which removes the 
appropriate amount of heat from the system.  Other sensor inputs such as pressure 
from all nodes [11], flow rate of the refrigerant and temperatures from all nodes go into 
the DAQ as well. 

DATA ACQUISITION AND SIGNAL PROCESSING 

Data acquisition is the process of gathering physical readings from sensors and 
converting it into a usable analog signal then processing the signal.  Once the usable 
analog signal has been generated, the data acquisition system filters the signals so that 
it can be converted to a digital signal.  The output desired from the control system is 
then sent back to a controlled device via an analog output signal from the data 
acquisition system. 
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and instead the monitor will be secured directly to the aluminum extrusion frame of the 
ICS using a quick-release VESA 100mm bracket.    

The user will be asked to choose a device to be cooled or create a custom scenario by 
pressing the desired option on the touchscreen. If a predefined electrical component is 
selected, pre-programmed input values will be used for the control system.  If a custom 
scenario is selected, the user will be asked to enter in a heat load and desired 
temperature of the device being cooled.  To enter in the heat load and desired 
temperature, the user will input these values by touching the corresponding options on 
the touchscreen.   

After the inputs have been entered, the system will begin working to meet the desired 
temperature.  While the control system is in operation, the pressure and temperature at 
each node will be displayed.  The flow rate of the refrigerant, temperature of the heat 
source, and ambient temperature will also be displayed. 
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PROCUREMENT 

To complete the senior design conceptual design, a detailed list of components, 
material, tools, and supplies were composed and ordered through Parker Hannifin.  
This bill of materials was continuously updated and adjusted during changes in 
production of the ICS units and quotes/consultations with suppliers.  The bill of 
materials for the display unit is documented in Appendix E.  This list includes the 
following: 

 Description 
 Manufacturer 
 Manufacturer Number 
 Supplier 
 Supplier Number 
 Use in Interactive Cooling System Unit 
 Unit Price 
 Quantity 
 Total Price 
 Quote Number 
 Quote Date 
 Order Date 
 Parker Purchase Order (PO) Number 
 Received Date 
 Calculated Lead Time 

Once the supplies arrived, the ICS began to take shape.  The construction of the unit is 
briefly described in the following sections: display cabinet construction, two-phase 
cooling construction, electronics assembly, programming, and finishing touches.  Each 
section is further divided in to subsections and is explained below. 

DISPLAY CABINET CONSTRUCTION 

FIBERGLASS SHELL MOLD MAKING 

To develop a fiberglass cabinet with the custom design shown in Figure 14, a fiberglass 
mold was created.  Hoosier Patterns Inc. is a local company that specializes in mold 
making for industrial applications.  After an on-site meeting and email correspondence 
with Keith Gerber and Dave Rittmeyer (the president and CAD supervisor of Hoosier 
Patterns, respectively), it was agreed to CNC machine high density, fine foam to 
construct the mold for the fiberglass shell.  Due to the size of the ICS in relation to the 
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BRAZING 

Brazing was performed by the in-house Parker professional brazier, Chris Gorman.  He first 
took the specified drawings of each copper tubing bend (see Appendix F for all copper tubing 
segments made ) and their ‘xyz’ corner bend locations, programmed them into his copper 
tubing bending equipment and cut them to size.  He then cleaned and began assembling each 
sub assembly according to the schematics shown in Appendix G.  Each sub assembly was 
individually leak tested with helium.  The final assembly included attaching the pump to the 
pump manifold and the encasing the cold plate with the custom designed and machined cold 
plate housing.  See Appendix A for the pump manifold and cold plate housing detailed 
dimensions. 

COLD PLATE HOUSING ASSEMBLY 

The most complex and important assembly of the two-phase cooling cycle is the cold 
plate and cold plate housing assembly.  The first step is to clean the 7” x 3.5” x 1” 
tempered borosilicate glass with industrial cleaner to remove all fingerprints and 
residue before assembly; see Figure 44 for cleaning.  Second, the cold plate was 
thoroughly and meticulously cleaned with scotch bright to remove all fingerprints and 
unwanted discoloration of the copper cold plate.  See Chris Gerardot cleaning the cold 
plate in Figure 45.  Third step is to apply O-ring grease to the entire cold plate O-ring to 
insure a tight face seal shown in Figure 46.  The next step is to insert the O-ring and 
then place the cold plate into the bottom of the cold place housing plate as shown in 
Figures 47 and 48, respectively.  Place the cleaned tempered glass on top of the cold 
place with a cloth to ensure there are no fingerprints as seen in Figure 49.  Place the 
top cover of the cold plate housing assembly over the glass and cold plate without 
scraping the glass as demonstrated in Figure 50.  Gently flip the whole assembly over 
(Figure 51) and begin inserting ¼-20 x 1 inch socket head cap screws (SHCS) into each 
threaded hole in the cold plate housing cover through the clearance holes in the bottom 
housing plate.  Use 70ft-lbs to torque each screw down as seen in Figure 52.  The 
completed cold plate housing is modeled by James Stoller in Figure 53.  The heaters 
were applied with thermal paste and one thermocouple was placed in the middle of the 
second heater, closest to the exit of the cold plate.  The assembly is shown in Figure 54. 
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The DAQ also outputs a 0 to 10 VDC control signal to the fan.  The fan gets +24 VDC from 
the positive side of the 24 VDC power supply and the common lead of the fan is 
connected to the negative side of the DC power supply.  The positive terminal of the 
output channel for the fan is connected to the control lead of the fan while the negative 
terminal of the output channel for the fan is connected to common.  The fan is capable 
of 550 cfm at full speed 10 V and this corresponds linearly to the 0 to 10V control input.  
The fan is manufactured by EBM Pabst and was discussed in Section 1: Detailed 
Conceptual Design.  

The DAQ outputs a 0 to 5 VDC control signal to the pump.  The pump is a silencer smart 
series pump manufactured by Diener. The pump gets +24 VDC from the positive side of 
the 24 VDC power supply and the common lead of the pump is connected to the negative 
side of the DC power supply.  The positive terminal of the output channel for the pump 
is connected to the control lead of the pump while the negative terminal of the output 
channel for the pump is connected to common.  The pump is capable of 1000 ml/min at 
full speed 5 V and this corresponds linearly to the 0 to 5V control input. 

The pressure transducers used were the P499 series electronic pressure transducers 
manufactured by Johnson Controls.  [4] A pressure transducer was placed at each of 
the 4 nodes in the thermal cycle.  They output 4 to 20 mA current proportional to a 
pressure of 0 to 500 psi.  These pressure transducers have 3 leads (red-supply, white-
output, black-common) but since their output is current, they are only used in a 2-wire 
configuration (red and black). The red wires of all the pressure transducers were 
connected to +24 VDC and the black wires were each connected to the positive terminal 
of channels 1 through 4 on the 8 channel analog input module.  Each negative terminal 
of channels 1 through 4 were connected to analog common on the input module (which 
are all internally connected) and then the negative side of the 24 VDC power supply was 
connected to one of the analog commons. The current produced by the pressure 
transducers will be in the range of 4 to 20 mA and this current reading will be 
transferred to the base processor and converted to a pressure reading based on the 
configuration of the module. A picture of the pressure transducers used in shown below 
in Figure 67. 
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InteractX is designed to work hand in hand with the DAQ systems.  The applications 
created were linked to the Allen Bradley equipment used by creating and setting up the 
channel and device and connecting the Allen Bradley base unit to the PC using the cable 
provided.  InteractX can also display sensor values if these values are set up so that they 
are stored in these tags. 

For the InteractX application A, the inputs were heat load, fan speed, and pump speed.  
The values to be displayed were the temperatures, pressures, flow rate of refrigerant 
and quality of refrigerant at the exit of the cold plate.  Numeric Display tools were used 
to display all of these.  In addition, buttons were created to increment or decrement the 
inputs so that certain test points could be created.  As soon as an input is incremented, 
the new value is displayed on the screen and also written to the tag.  This information is 
sent to the DAQ and the processor sends the right current/voltage to the output module 
of the DAQ and the equipment connected to the corresponding channel on the output 
module acts accordingly. [10] A discrete button was also added on the screen to start 
and stop the whole system in toggle mode.  After it is pressed, then any changes to the 
input values will take effect.  After testing is completed, in order to turn the heat and fan 
off, one can either decrement the inputs to zero and/or just press the start/stop discrete 
button and it turns back to green - waiting for the system to be started again. 

The InteractX application B which was created for the final product was more 
complicated and more in-depth; for one, it was comprised of many screens with some 
depending on the previous one and also with the ability to go back to previous screens.  
The user manual, which is provided in Appendix I, gives a detailed description on how to 
navigate these screens.  The first screen allows the user to start the system for the 
developed run-time environment.  The start/stop discrete button, described earlier, is 
present here.  After this button is pressed, then an action button is used to advance to 
the next screen.  There is also an exit button on this screen to exit the run-time 
environment, but this only shows up when the system has been stopped by pressing the 
start/stop button. 

The ICS provides options to the users to either simulate the cooling of 3 devices called 
Device 1, Device 2, and Device 3, respectively, or to create their own custom device 
which they intend to cool.  Device 1 has a heat load of 200 W and a set desired 
temperature of 42°C; Device 2 has a heat load of 500 W and a set desired temperature of 
60°C; Device 3 has a heat load of 800 W and a set desired temperature of 65°C.  This 
selection of pre-defined heat loads and desired temperatures is achieved using discrete 
buttons.  When a Continue action button is pressed, the screen shows a page where the 
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user can make different selections.  On this page, the user can start the data logging 
process, press a button to view advanced calculations such as enthalpy and entropy at 
each node, press another button to view a temperature vs. time graph of the 
temperature at the cold plate, press a button to view the temperature and pressure at 
each node, and so on.  

The data logging was set up so that data is saved every second from the time the data 
logging discrete button is pressed to the time it is pressed a second time to stop the 
data logging.  The data is stored in a Microsoft Access file on the desktop called 
“Data.mdb”.  When this file is opened, the data is found in a table called “Mytable”. This 
data can be exported to Microsoft Excel and then manipulated from there. 

If the custom setting is chosen, the user selects a heat load from 100 W to 1000 W in 100 
W increments.  This is achieved using value buttons.  A numeric display button also 
shows what input was selected by the user.  At the next screen, the user selects the 
desired temperature by a similar process.  Here the screen is programmed to only 
display options of desired temperature that the device can be cooled to (and allowed 
maximum temperatures) based on the heat load input that was chosen.  After pressing 
the Continue button, the screen shows the user the custom inputs that were selected so 
the user can review before proceeding.  If the user is not satisfied, they can use the 
Back buttons to make changes 

To exit the run-time environment, the user just has to click the Home action button 
which takes them to the welcome page where the whole adventure began.  The user 
must click the Stop button before the Exit button appears.  This feature is one that is 
available in InteractX where certain parts of the screen do not appear until a certain 
condition is met.  After pressing Exit, that is the end of the interactive session. 

FINISHING TOUCHES 

LOGO PLACEMENT 

The logo for Parker was ordered as a black vinyl decal.  A 0.25” thick piece of acrylic 
was machined and routed to place through the 1/8” thick fiberglass and glued into 
place.  A scrap piece of IPS 40mm extrusion was mounted to the back side of another 
piece of acrylic in which a white LED rope light was secured in a serpentine pattern for 
even light distribution.   Once the acrylic glued to the fiberglass cured, the vinyl cut-out 
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STEADY-STATE TEMPERATURE AND TIME CONSTANT TEST 

The objective of this test is to generate a temperature vs. time plot of the temperature 
at the cold plate at the nominal operating conditions (500 W heat load, 38% pump speed, 
and 50% fan speed) in order to obtain the steady-state temperature and the time 
constant of the system.   

PROCEDURE 

1. Supply power to the ICS 
2. Set the heat load to 500 W.   
3. Set the pump speed to 38 %  
4. Set the fan speed to 50 %. 
5. Start the data logging 
6. Wait until temperature at cold plate reaches steady-state. 
7. Stop the data logging 
8. Graph temperature vs. time plot.   
9. Scale-off the x-axis crossing of the initial slope 
10. Scale-off steady-state temperature  
11. Turn off power supply to ICS 

RESULTS 

The test results showed that the steady state temperature is about 49°C and the x-axis 
crossing of the initial slope is about 14 seconds.  The ambient temperature was about 
22°C during this test.  See Figure 72 for charted results of the test. 

 

Figure 72 - 500 W at Steady-State 
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EXTREMES TEST 

The objective of this test is to find out how hot or cold the cold plate can get at extreme 
operating conditions without the fan being on and then with the fan at full speed.  This 
gives an idea of the lowest temperature we can cool the ‘electronics’ to and the highest 
temperature the ‘electronics’ can get up to in our system.  

(Note: An electronic safety shut off was implemented in the code so that any measured 
temperature does not go above 90°C). 

PROCEDURE A 

1. Supply power to the ICS 
2. Select heat load to be 100 W 
3. Set pump speed to 14%  
4. Set  fan  to 100% 
5. Start data logging 
6. Wait 10 minutes or till steady state, whichever is first. 
7. Stop data logging 
8. Turn off power supply to ICS 

RESULTS OF A 

The test results showed that the lowest temperature that ‘electronics’ can be cooled to 
in our system is approximately 31°C. This is with the lowest heat load and the highest 
fan speed.  See Figure 73 for results. 

 

Figure 73 - Extremes Test: 100 W 
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PROCEDURE B 

1. Supply power to the ICS 
2. Select heat load to be 1000 W 
3. Set pump speed to 64%  
4. Set  fan  to 0% 
5. Start data logging 
6. Wait 10 minutes or till steady-state or until maximum allowed temperature 

occurs, whichever is first. 
7. Stop data logging 
8. Turn off power to the ICS 

RESULTS OF B 

The test results showed that the highest temperature that ‘electronics’ can get up to in 
our system is approximately 90°C; at this point, the safety feature kicks in and turns off 
the heat and then the temperature starts to drop.  See results charted in Figure 74. 

 

Figure 74 - Extremes Test: 1000 W 
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PROCEDURE 

1. Supply power to the ICS 
2. Set the heat load to 1000 W 
3. Set the fan to 10 V (100%).  
4. Wait 5 minutes or until the system reaches steady state (or goes over 80 degrees 

[C]).   
5. Record the heat input, fan speed (V), pump speed (%), and the temperature at the 

cold plate. 
6. Reduce the fan speed by 1 V (10%).  
7. Repeat steps 4-6 until a fan voltage of 1 V has been tested.  
8. Reduce the heat input by 100 W.  
9. Repeat steps 3-7 until each heat load has been tested. 
10. Turn off the ICS.  

RESULTS 

From Figure 75 below, it can be seen that at higher fan speeds the temperature at the 
cold plate decreases for each heat load from 100 W to 1000 W. The equations derived 
from each heat load curve were used in designing the control system and they can be 
found in the Section I: Detailed Conceptual Design in Table 11.  At 100 W, the 
temperatures at the cold plate are much lower (about 30 degrees lower) than the 
temperatures at the cold plate when the heat load is 1000 W. The ranges of the 
temperature at the cold plate for each heat load can also be deduced from the graph. 
For instance, from the graph, we can tell than one cannot cool a 100 W heat load below 
30°C and we cannot cool a 1000 W heat load below 65°C, because at the highest fan 
speed, that is the lowest temperature that can be achieved. 
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Figure 75 - Summary of Cold Plate Temperatures with Given Fan Speed and Heat Load 

CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATION TEST 

The objective of this test is to make sure that the control system works properly, i.e. the 
desired temperature at the cold plate is reached within 1°C.  Different combinations of 
heat load and desired temperature were selected making sure that the whole range 
from 100 W to 1000 W was covered. All heat loads were tested with different randomly 
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sure that the order of the tests was not a factor in the results since in the final 
application the order of customer inputs would be random. 

PROCEDURE 

1. Supply power to the ICS 
2. Select heat load  
3. Select desired temperature 
4. Wait till the temperature at the cold plate is within 1 C of desired temperature 
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6. Repeat steps 2-5 until all heat loads have been covered 
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RESULTS 

The first test done had input values of 500 W for heat load and 60 °C for desired 
temperature. The graph below, in Figure 76, shows the temperature at the cold plate 
versus time. The temperature at the cold plate is initially about 55 °C and since this is 
below the desired temperature, the fan is initially off so the cold plate can heat up.  
Once the temperature at the cold plate exceeds 60°C, the fan turns on and starts to cool 
down the temperature at the cold plate.  This is the reason for the initial peak on the 
graph.  After a while, the fan regulates itself and gets the temperature at the cold plate 
to settle to about 60.6°C which is within 1°C of the desired temperature of 60°C.  

 

 

Figure 76 - Heat Load of 500 W and Desired Temperature of 60°C 
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The next test had input values of 200 W for heat load and 70°C for desired temperature. 
The graph below in Figure 77, shows the temperature at the cold plate versus time.  The 
temperature at the cold plate is initially about 58°C and since this is below the desired 
temperature, the fan is initially off so the cold plate can heat up.  Once the temperature 
at the cold plate exceeds 70°C, the fan turns on and maintains the temperature at the 
cold plate at around 70°C. In this graph, there is no overshoot in temperature, there is a 
smooth transition to the desired temperature and the temperature is maintained. 

 

 

Figure 77 - Heat Load of 200 W and Desired temperature of 70°C 
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The next test had input values of 500 W for heat load and 60°C for desired temperature 
again.  This test was repeated, because we wanted to find out if the system would still 
reach the desired temperature even if the initial temperature at the cold plate was 
higher than the desired temperature as opposed to the previous time when the initial 
temperature was 55°C. The graph below in Figure 78 shows the temperature at the cold 
plate versus time.  The temperature at the cold plate is initially about 65°C and since 
this is above the desired temperature, the fan is immediately turned on in order to cool 
the cold plate.  This happens, but then the temperature at the cold plate starts to 
increase again to about 71°C.  This is due to the refrigerant in the cold plate losing its 
two-phase cooling effect, because the fan was at the highest speed thereby causing the 
pressure of the refrigerant to drop significantly.  Eventually, when the refrigerant is 
back in the two-phase region (at about 2 minutes from the start of the test), the 
temperature at the cold plate settles to 60°C.  Therefore, the desired temperature was 
achieved, but it just took a longer time and a curvy route. 

 

 

Figure 78 - Heat Load of 500 W and Desired Temperature of 60°C (2) 
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The next test had input values of 1000 W for heat load and 75°C for desired 
temperature.  The graph below in Figure 79 shows the temperature at the cold plate 
versus time.  The temperature at the cold plate is initially about 65°C and since this is 
below the desired temperature, the fan is initially off so the cold plate can heat up.  
Once the temperature at the cold plate exceeds 75°C, the fan turns on and starts to cool 
down the temperature at the cold plate.  This is the reason for the initial peak on the 
graph.  After a while, the fan regulates itself and gets the temperature at the cold plate 
to settle to about 74.3°C which is within 1°C of the desired temperature of 75°C.  This 
happened within 40 seconds. 

 

 

Figure 79 - Heat Load of 1000 W and Desired temperature of 75°C 
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The next test had input values of 400 W for heat load and 65°C for desired temperature.  
The graph below in Figure 80 shows the temperature at the cold plate versus time.  The 
temperature at the cold plate is initially about 68°C and since this is above the desired 
temperature, the fan is immediately turned on so the temperature at the cold plate can 
reduce.  There is undershoot in the graph, because the fan speed was initially too high 
and cooled the cold plate below the desired temperature.  When the fan speed reduced, 
the temperature at the cold plate increased again and settled at roughly 65°C. 

 

 

Figure 80 - Heat Load of 400 W and Desired Temperature of 65°C 
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The next test had input values of 700 W for heat load and 60°C for desired temperature.  
The graph below in Figure 81 shows the temperature at the cold plate versus time.  The 
temperature at the cold plate is initially about 63°C and since this is above the desired 
temperature, the fan is immediately turned on so the temperature at the cold plate can 
reduce.  When the fan speed settled to its final value, the temperature at the cold plate 
ended up being a little lower than 59°C.  This does not meet our requirement of within 
1°C, but we believe this has to do with different environmental conditions such as 
ambient temperature and initial temperature of the cold plate. 
 

 

Figure 81 - Heat Load of 700 W and Desired Temperature of 60°C 

 

The following figures (Figures 82 to 87) show the results of several other test points that 
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Figure 82 - Heat Load of 200 W and Desired Temperature of 42°C 

 

Figure 83 - Heat Load of 100 W and Desired Temperature of 50 °C 
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Figure 84 - Heat Load of 800 W and Desired Temperature of 65°C 

 

Figure 85 - Heat Load of 300 W and Desired Temperature of 45°C 
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Figure 86 - Heat Load of 900 W and Desired Temperature of 85°C 

 

Figure 87 - Heat Load of 600 W and Desired Temperature of 55°C 
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CONTROL DESIGN MODIFICATION 

A problem was discovered during testing of the control system that required an 
innovative solution to fix.  The team noticed that when the user was going from one trial 
at a higher heat input and higher desired temperature to another trial with a lower heat 
input and lower desired temperature that the system would become temporarily 
unstable.  This instability was a result of the refrigerant leaving the two-phase region 
and vaporizing.  See the transient response of the ICS going from 900 W at 80°C to 600 
W at 55°C before the control system modification in Figure 89.  Note the instability that 
occurred when the two-phase refrigerant composition was lost. 

 

Figure 89: Before - Transient Response, 900 W @ 80°C to 600 W @ 55°C 

The refrigerant is able to enter a superheated state during the transient operation when 
going from a higher heat-load and high temperature to a lower heat load with a low 
temperature.  The pump immediately slows its speed per the lower heat-load pump 
control.  However, since the system is still running at a high temperature, the pump is 
not running fast enough to get the refrigerant over the cold plate before it completely 
vaporizes.  To solve this problem the design-team agreed to re-design the pump control 
to account for this transient operation. 
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To solve this problem, the pump speed increases when the system changes from a high 
temperature to a low temperature while the fan is operating at 100%.  This higher pump 
speed forces the refrigerant through the cold plate fast enough to prevent it from 
vaporizing before the exit.  See the transient response of the ICS going from 900 W at 
80°C to 600 W at 55°C after the control system modification in Figure 90. 

 

Figure 90: After - Transient Response, 900 W @ 80°C to 600 W @ 55°C 

Compare Figure 89 with 90; note the time it takes to achieve the desired temperature is 
much less after the modification.  The control system was tested rigorously after the 
modifications were made in order to ensure performance across the heat and 
temperature inputs, see Figure 91.  Note the absence of unstable peaks like in Figure 
89; the two-phase refrigerant composition was not lost. 
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In the evaluation of the ICS, it was necessary to determine if the device adequately 
meets each of the requirements and specifications listed in the problem statement.  
The problem statement was created by the team prior to design of the ICS.  The 
following subsections will examine the performance of the ICS in regard to each of 
these requirements and specifications as well as listing the recommended course of 
action if a future ICS was created. 

PHASE COMPOSITION 

The ICS was designed so that refrigerant would change phase as it passes over and 
cools the cold plate.  It was specified that this two-phase process must be visible, and 
the refrigerant must not enter a superheated state.  The desired quality at the exit of the 
cold plate was set at 0.70.  Testing concluded that the ICS meets the first part of this 
requirement.  It is easy for an observer to see the change of state of the refrigerant as it 
passes over the cold plate.  The second part of this requirement was also met.  After the 
control system was completed, there was no observed case in which the refrigerant was 
completely vapor at the cold plate’s outlet.  Due to the design of our cold plate, the 
quality is generally between 0.35 and 0.5 at the cold plate’s outlet, which is significantly 
lower than the specification of 0.70.  This exit quality is lower than specified because the 
pump is required to run faster than it was originally designed for to prevent the 
unstable condition described in the “Control Design Modification” section of this report. 

Recommendation:  In future versions of the ICS, it may be desired to use a smaller cold 
plate or develop a more intelligent pump-control to prevent the unstable state 
described in the “Control Design Modification” section of this report.  If these issues 
were fixed, the system could run at a higher quality, which would yield more efficient 
cooling. 

FAN SPEED 

A second requirement was that the ICS had to have a variable fan speed that was 
controlled by feedback from the operating conditions.   

Recommendation:  This requirement was met.  There is no further recommendation. 
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Recommendation:  While the requirement was met, the range of temperatures that the 
heat source can be held at steady-state at, especially in the higher heat-load cases 
(+800 W), is not large.  For example, the device can bring the source to between 70 ⁰C 
and 85 ⁰C at 1000 W.  This is only a range of 15 ⁰C.  The team’s recommendation would 
be to use either a better cold plate, a better condenser, or a better fan so the ICS would 
be capable of cooling a 1000 W source to cooler than 70 ⁰C, or to design the ICS so that 
it is able to operate at higher temperatures. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

The ICS was required to use thermocouples and pressure sensors to measure 
thermodynamic data of the refrigerant.  Using this information, it was to shut itself 
down when the pressure or temperature exceeded the limits of operation.  It was also 
required to be able to export data to a PC.   

Recommendation:  Each of these criteria was met, and there are no further 
recommendations. 

HUMAN INTERACTION 

The ICS was to have an appropriate amount of human interaction.  This included the 
ability to set a heat load, and also the ability to set an achievable temperature for the 
system to cool the source to.  These options are available for the user to adjust in the 
GUI.  The user must also have different viewing options so he or she can observe 
several different types of data.  This parameter was adequately achieved. 

Recommendation:  In the current, completed version of the ICS, the user does not have 
the ability to manually adjust the fan.  It is only adjusted by the automatic control 
system.  In future versions, it may be desirable to allow it to be manually adjusted in 
addition to having it automatically controlled.  An additional, manual button could be 
added to the GUI.  Several adjustments would have to be added to the ICS control to 
accommodate this option. 
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GENERAL SIZE 

It was required that the ICS must be small enough to fit through a standard door.  This 
was achieved. 

Recommendation:  The ICS team would recommend making the depth of the unit bigger 
for stability reasons 

REFRIGERANT 

Parker specified that a refrigerant must be used as the working fluid.  R134a was the 
refrigerant used in the ICS.   

Recommendation:  Due to its low situation pressures, it would also be the 
recommended refrigerant to use in future versions. 

PUMP SPECIFICATION 

It was specified that the ICS use a pump that was similar to other Parker two-phase 
cooling systems.  The ICS uses a 1000 mL/min pump that is consistent with the 
requirement.  

Recommendation:  The same pump is recommended on future versions. 

TOUCHSCREEN 

A touchscreen was to be used to allow an operator to control the ICS.  In the ICS, this 
was achieved.  A large HP touchscreen was used in conjunction with InteractX software.   
The touchscreen displays thermodynamic information per the project requirements. 

Recommendation:  The team would recommend the use of a touchscreen in future 
versions.  While the cost is high and the programming of the GUI takes up a significant 
amount of time, it definitely adds to the aesthetic appeal of the ICS.  It also allows for an 
organized way to control the ICS and also display information. 
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COLD PLATE 

A copper cold plate was to be designed to evenly disperse the refrigerant flow through 
micro-channels.  The cold plate in the ICS does an adequate job at this.  During 
operation, it is evident that the refrigerant is flowing through each micro-channel fairly 
evenly.   

Recommendation:  There is no further recommendation. 

HEAT EXCHANGER 

A heat exchanger was to be designed or selected to reject heat from the system.  In the 
ICS, a refrigerant-to-air condenser was selected.  The condenser coil was sized to fit a 
single, controllable fan.   

Recommendation:  This type of heat exchanger would be recommended in future 
versions. 

COST 

The two ICS units together were to cost no more than $30,000.  This cost-limit was 
exceeded, but no more than 10% of the overall cost.  In future versions, it may be 
desirable to reduce cost.  If this is the case, a significant amount of the cost could be 
reduced by not using a custom fiberglass shell, or reusing the current shell. 

Recommendation:  The ICS team recommends quotes be received from more 
suppliers/manufacturers during the procurement process to reduce costs. 

LOW MAINTENANCE 

The ICS was to require as little maintenance as possible.  At the time of this report, the 
ICS has not yet required maintenance.   

Recommendation:  The team’s recommendation is to re-evaluate this requirement at a 
future date. 
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AESTHETICS 

The ICS was to be as aesthetically pleasing as possible because it will often be 
displayed in public places and the overall appearance represents IPFW and Parker 
Hannifin.  The team believes that the ICS is adequately aesthetically pleasing.  During 
construction and testing, many observers commented on the device, leading the 
designers to believe that it is able to draw interest in people as they pass.   

Recommendation:  A fiberglass shell, either a new design or the current design, would 
be recommended again in future versions of the ICS. 

SAFETY 

The ICS was required to be safe to all operators and observers.  This required the unit 
to not have sharp edges, not blow overly hot air out the front, be unable to burn 
someone, and be vertically stable.  Each of these requirements was met. 

Recommendation: While the unit is sufficiently stable, it is recommended that the base 
be designed to be larger in future versions to add to the stability.  The unit is not easy to 
tip over, but it can be done if an observer would purposely or accidently add a horizontal 
force near the top of the unit. 

ENVIRONMENTAL INTEGRITY 

The unit was to have a leak rate of less than 0.1 ounces per year.  Using very precise 
leak-checking equipment, the unit was carefully tested for leaks.  It was determined by 
an expert that the unit does not leak more than 0.1 ounces per year, which is the 
sensitivity-limit of the equipment.   

Recommendation:  There is no further recommendation. 
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In conclusion, the ICS system is visually striking and attracts the interest of prospective 
customers at trade shows, employees at the Parker Hannifin - New Haven facility, and 
students at IPFW.  Once people are interested in the display unit, the ICS allows the 
user to adjust the heat load and desired temperature of the heat source.  The automatic 
control system then accurately brings the electronic device we are cooling to the 
desired temperature in a minimal amount of time.  They are able to easily navigate 
through the GUI on the touch screen to see different properties of the system and 
information on the two-phase cooling technology.  The ICS team believes that the 
system has met and exceeded the expectations of the desired display unit for Parker 
Hannifin’s Precision Cooling Business Unit.  Parker Hannifin is looking forward to 
showing their capabilities and versatility of the two-phase cooling technology with the 
aid of the ICS. 
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APPENDIX C:  PUMP PROGRAMMING 

C-1:  MATLAB 
 
for Q=100:1000 
    for T=20:100 
        T_FLUID=-(Q/1000*15-T); 
        delta_h = -1.529647E-09*T_FLUID^6 + 3.970166E-07*T_FLUID^5 - 3.929848E-05*T_FLUID^4 + 

1.794693E-03*T_FLUID^3 - 4.042677E-02*T_FLUID^2 - 2.905297E-01*T_FLUID + 1.583218E02; 
        m_dot(Q-99,T-19)=Q/1000/delta_h; 
         
        density = -8E-09*T_FLUID^6 + 2E-06*T_FLUID^5 - 0.0002*T_FLUID^4 + 0.01*T_FLUID^3 - 

0.2329*T_FLUID^2 - 1.2427*T_FLUID + 1293.4 ; 
        v_dot(Q-99,T-19)=m_dot(Q-99,T-19)/density*1e6*60; 
    end 
end 
 
 % The delta_h is basically a difference between the saturated enthalpy and the 70% 
 % quality enthalpy.  The equations for that and the density were developed 
 % after we plotted a whole bunch of data points in Excel.  The m_dot is the mass-flow 
%  rate.  The v-dot is the volume flow rate. 
  
  
 % Basically (removing the unit-conversion factors), v_dot=m_dot/density, where density is a 
%  function of the temperature of the fluid shown in line 10.  m_dot=Q/delta_h,  
% where delta_h is a function of the temperature of the fluid in line 7.  
  
 % v_dot=Q/(delta_h*density). 
  
 % As you can see, both temperature and heat-input play a role in the pump speed 
 
Note:   The MATLAB code generates values for T from 20°C to 100°C and heat loads from 100W to 1000W.  
The tables in the control section only show the values for 35°C to 100°C in increments of 5°C and heat 
loads from 100W to 1000W in increments of 100W. Equations came from DuPont R-134a thermodynamic 
SI tables [2] 
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C-2:  EES PROGRAM 

 

"Heat In" 
Q_dot=.1 
"Critical Temperature" 
T_cp=45 
"Cold Plate Dimensions" 
A_cp=0.0087870792 
"Heat Transfer Equations" 
R_cp=50 
"R134A Flow Rate" 
m_dot_R134A=Q_dot/(h_2-h_1) 
"State 1" 
x_1=0 
T_1=-(Q_dot*R_cp-T_cp) 
P_1=Pressure(R134A,T=T_1,x=x_1) 
h_1=Enthalpy(R134A,T=T_1,x=x_1) 
s_1=Entropy(R134A,T=T_1,x=x_1) 
rho_1=Density(R134A,T=T_1,x=x_1) 
"State 2" 
x_2=0.43 
T_2=T_1 
P_2=Pressure(R134A,T=T_2,x=x_2) 
h_2=Enthalpy(R134A,T=T_2,x=x_2) 
s_2=Entropy(R134A,T=T_2,x=x_2) 
"State 3" 
x_3=x_1 
T_3=T_1 
P_3=P_1-80 
h_3=h_1 
s_3=s_1 
"Air" 
T_5=22 
P_5=101 
h_5=Enthalpy(Air,T=T_5) 
"State 6" 
T_6=25 
P_6=P_5 
h_6=Enthalpy(Air,T=T_6) 
"Fan Flow Rate" 
m_dot_fan=m_dot_R134A*(h_1-h_2)/(h_5-h_6) 
"Flow Rate to ml/min" 
pump=m_dot_R134A/rho_1/1e-6*60 

 

*Note – The Heat Input and Critical Temperature may be varied as necessary to find the corresponding 
volumetric pump flow rate.  The actual flow rate sent to the pump is sent in the form of a voltage signal.  5 
[V] corresponds to 1000 [mL/minute].  The relationship is linear down to 0 [V], which corresponds to 0 
[mL/minute]. 
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APPENDIX D:  MATLAB CODE FOR PLANT – SIMULINK MODEL 
 
%% parameters 
%%% 
Kp=1; 
  
%% 
q1=62.225; %length of piping 1 in inches 
L1=q1*0.0254; %length of piping 1 in meters 
a1=0.029559; %cross sectional area 1 in in^2 
A1=a1*0.0254^2; %cross sectional area 1 in m^2 
  
q2=8; %length of piping 2 in inches 
L2=q2*0.0254; %length of piping 2 in meters 
a2=0.073062; %cross sectional area 2 in in^2 
A2=a2*0.0254^2; %cross sectional area 2 in m^2 
  
q3=11.258; %length of piping 3 in inches 
L3=q3*0.0254; %length of piping 3 in meters 
u3=0.029; %diameter of piping 3 in inches 
d3=u3*0.0254; %diameter of piping 3 in meters 
A3=pi*d3^2/4; %cross sectional area of piping 3 in m^2 
  
b=380; %nominal coolant flow in ml/min 
Fco=b/1000000/60; %nominal flow rate in L/s 
  
  
e=(A1*L1+A2*L2+A3*L3)/Fco; 
  
%% 
Tp=14.285; %time constant 
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APPENDIX H:  CONNECTION DIAGRAM FOR THE ICS 
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APPENDIX J   - ADVANCED CALCULATION EQUATIONS 

This appendix details the methods used to obtain the thermodynamic values displayed 
on the “Advanced Calculations” screen of the ICS GUI. 

Assumptions: The liquid is a saturated liquid at the inlet of the cold plate.  Therefore, 
the density ( ) of the liquid refrigerant at the pump can be approximated. 

1167.50	
kg
m

 

The pump is designed so that the control voltage is linearly proportional to the liquid 
volumetric flow rate.  The volumetric flow ( ) rate is determined by Equation 1, where 
Vpump is the pump’s control voltage. 

  1.67 10 ∙ 	 ………………………………..…[1) 

The mass flow rate ( ) is determined by Equation 2. 

  	 …………………//.………………………………(2) 

At states 1, 3, and 4 (refer to Figure 1 for state identification), the liquid can be 
approximated as a saturated liquid.  While it may be slightly sub-cooled in reality, the 
saturated enthalpy value is still a good approximation of the actual enthalpy value (for 
ICS operating conditions, at 5°C sub-cool, the error will not exceed 7%).  Equation 3 is a 
best-fit quadratic expression of the saturated liquid enthalpy (h) of R134a in kJ/kg at 
temperature T.  This equation is used to find the enthalpy at states 1, 3, and 4. 

 , , 0.005 ∙ , , 1.1287 ∙ , , 202.2 …………………………..(3) 

Since the ICS is not capable of measuring the quality of the 2-phase state after the cold 
plate (state 2), the heat added to the fluid over the cold plate must be known to calculate 
its enthalpy.  The heat added to the fluid is assumed to be the heat-input by the heat 
source ( .  It is important to note that this assumption is valid only when the system 
is operating at steady-state.  The enthalpy of the R134a refrigerant at state 2 can then 
be estimated as shown in Equation 4. 

 ………………………………..………………(4) 
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To determine the quality at the 2-phase state, the liquid saturation enthalpy at that state 
must be known.  Equation 5 is used to find this saturation enthalpy ( ), where T2 
is the temperature at that state. 

 0.005 ∙ 1.1287 ∙ 202.2…………….………………...(5) 

The quality of the refrigerant at the exit of the cold plate can be approximated as the 
quantity of the difference between the enthalpy at this state and the saturation enthalpy, 
divided by the latent enthalpy at this temperature.  At ICS operating conditions, the 
latent enthalpy ranges from 165 kJ/kg to 175 kJ/kg.  In the quality calculation, it will be 
assumed to be 170 kJ/kg.  Equation 6 estimates the quality at state 2 (x2). 

  ………………………………………………..(6) 

The entropy values for the R-134a refrigerant are found using a method similar to that 
used to find the enthalpy.  Again, the refrigerant was approximated as a saturated liquid 
at states 1, 3, and 4.  To find the entropy at states 1, 3, and 4, as well as the saturated-
liquid entropy at state 2, a cubic best-fit equation was developed, and is shown as 
Equation 7. 

, , , 1.915 10 ∙ , , , 2.084	 	10 ∙ , , ,                   (7) 
	4.014 10 ∙ , , , 1.585 ……………..……………………… 

To find the entropy at the 2-phase state, the latent entropy must be assumed.  For the 
ICS operating conditions, the latent entropy ranges from 0.53 [kJ/kg-K] to 0.58 [kJ/kg-
K].  For the state 2 entropy calculation, it will be assumed to be 0.555 [kJ/kg-K].  The 
entropy at state 2 is then approximated by Equation 8. 

 0.555	 ∙   …………………………………(8) 

*Note – These methods yield accurate approximations ONLY when the system has 
reached steady state.  
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